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Abstract The current scientific context is character-

ized by intensive digitization of the research outcomes

and by the creation of data infrastructures for the sys-

tematic publication of datasets and data services. Sev-

eral relationships can exist among these outcomes. Some

of them are explicit, e.g. the relationships of spatial

or temporal similarity; whereas others are hidden, e.g.

the relationship of causality. By materializing these hid-

den relationships through a linking mechanism, several

patterns can be established. These knowledge patterns

may lead to the discovery of information previously un-

known. A new approach to knowledge production can

emerge by following these patterns. This new approach

is exploratory because by following these patterns, a

researcher can get new insights about a research prob-

lem. In the paper, we report our effort to depict this
new exploratory approach using Linked Data and Se-

mantic Web technologies (RDF, OWL). As a use case,

we apply our approach to the archaeological domain.

Keywords Knowledge bases · Knowledge discov-

ery · Ontology · Linked Data · Semantic Web ·
Archaeological knowledge

1 Introduction

The current scientific context is characterized by an in-

tensive digitization of the research outcomes (datasets,

tools, and services). The result of this intensive activity
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is the creation of data islands (isolated datasets/collections)

that can include textual and visual documents. Data

islands are continuously created and accessed online.

However, the researchers need to aggregate these data

islands in order to discover new insights. Instrumental

in aggregating the data islands is the publication of the

research outcomes. Publishing the research outcomes,

that is, making them openly accessible is achieved through

the development of domain specific catalogues/registries

(Research Data Infrastructures). The publishing of the

research outcome is, furthermore, supported by a pol-

icy platform of the European Union that prescribes the

openly sharing of all research outcomes as early as is

practical in the discovery process. This policy estab-

lishes the new paradigm of science, the open science.

In order to implement an efficient aggregation of

research data we propose a three-step procedure:

– The first step towards the goal of aggregating/integrating

the so created research data, is the publication of

these data on domain specific data registries. The

publication of research data through data registries

is instrumental in making research data FAIR (find-

able, accessible, interoperable, reusable)1.

– The second step is the discovery of existing relation-

ships between the data islands. Some of these rela-

tionships are explicit, such as for instance the rela-

tionships determined by the sameness or the similar-

ity of topical, spatial or temporal coverage between

datasets; while some others are hidden/implicit, such

as relationships of causality that hold between, e.g.,

a report about migration and an excavation dataset.

The discovery of data relationships must be sup-

ported by specific ontologies.

1 https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
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– The third step is the actual expression (or mate-

rialization) of these relationships through a link-

ing mechanism that allows the connection of several

data islands, establishing thus data patterns.

The execution of these three steps lead to the cre-

ation of a connected research data space. By follow-

ing these data patterns new information, previously

unknown, can be discovered, that is, they constitute

knowledge patterns. A new approach to knowledge pro-

duction can emerge by following these patterns. The

nature of this new approach to knowledge production

is exploratory [2,3]. In essence, by following these pat-

terns, a researcher can discover new insights about a

research problem.

A technology that is instrumental in the implemen-

tation of this new approach, is Linked Open Data (LOD)

[4,5]. This technology allows identifying archaeological

resources via HTTP IRIs (such as for instance http://

example.com/mydataset) making them web resources.

These IRIs can then be used to express knowledge about

these resources via one of the recommended Semantic

Web languages (e.g. RFD2, OWL3), and to create the

links between them that constitute the patterns/graphs

at the basis of the above described exploratory ap-

proach. For instance, the RDF statement, also known

as RDF triple:

http://example.com/mydataset

http://www.cidoc-crm.org/cidoc-crm/P1297\_is\_about

http://vocab.getty.edu/aat/300054328

expresses the fact that my dataset (identified by

IRI http://example.com/mydataset, the subject of the

triple) is about (the property of the triple) archaeology,
which in the Getty Art and Archaeology Thesaurus4 is

identified by the IRI http://vocab.getty.edu/aat/

300054328 and is the object of the triple. The state-

ment can also be seen as a link between the subject

and the object; the link is labelled by the property. In

this sense, the statement is said to link those two re-

sources.

A set of triples like the one above is called an RDF

graph. An RDF graph is a most common example of

Linked Data dataset. A list of properties is called a vo-

cabulary. An ontology is a set of logical axioms that

define the terms of a vocabulary according to a concep-

tualization [6].

RDF graphs have the potential of being the knowl-

edge patterns needed to realize the exploratory approach

2 https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-concepts/
3 https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-primer/
4 https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/

getty-art-and-architecture-thesaurus-aat/

to the creation of knowledge, resulting from the inter-

connection of data islands. Moreover, given the perva-

siveness of the web, and its global nature, LD tech-

nologies have also the potential of supporting inter-

disciplinary research, crossing the barriers inevitably

created by a RI.

In the archaeological field, the necessity of aggregat-

ing data islands, in the context of “Oceans of Data”,

was at the center of the topics addressed in the 44th

“Computer Applications and Quantitative Methods in

Archaeology” Conference (CAA-2016) [7]. In particu-

lar, in the CAA context the need for well-defined com-

mon conceptual models/domain ontologies has been stressed

in order to implement the LOD technology [8].

In the archaeological field, the LOD technology has

been largely adopted since at least a decade, as wit-

nessed by the numerous projects and tools available to-

day, first of all the ARIADNE research infrastructure

for archaeology[1]. As an example, the LOD technology

has been used for representing and linking numismatic

concepts [9]. The Implementation of this technology in

the numismatic field was made possible thanks to the

activities of the Nomisma.org, an open access thesaurus

of numismatic concepts that conforms to the principles

of LOD. In particular, it establishes stable IRIs for the

description of coin types, and for the vocabulary terms

used to describe these coins, with a focus on Greek and

Roman coins.

However, there are still some limitations that pre-

vent the full exploitation of the potential of the LOD

technology. We have identified two main limitations.

– From a conceptual point of view, the number of ex-

isting types of relationships between datasets is far

more than the relationships defined and axiomatized

by existing ontologies. This limits considerably the

potential of the exploratory approach.

– From a practical point of view, a considerable num-

ber of relationships between datasets are unknown

or hidden/implicit. Therefore, it is necessary, first,

to discover these relationships to express them in an

RDF graph. We still lack a systematic study of the

algorithms to carry out this kind of discovery, and

this also limits the potential of the linking mecha-

nism.

To further complicate the problem, any data space

organized according to the LD paradigm is composed of

a number of pre-established patterns/graphs that a re-

searcher has to follow to obtain the information she/he

is looking for. In essence, she/he has to traverse a static

data space. However, the discovery activity requires a

researcher be able to dynamically create links between

datasets and in this way document collections based

http://example.com/mydataset
http://example.com/mydataset
http://vocab.getty.edu/aat/300054328
http://vocab.getty.edu/aat/300054328
https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-concepts/
https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-primer/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/getty-art-and-architecture-thesaurus-aat/
https://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/getty-art-and-architecture-thesaurus-aat/
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on her/his cognitive state. The researcher’s cognitive

state is continuously updated as the investigation pro-

ceeds and, therefore, new information needs that re-

quire the discovery of additional relationships can arise.

In essence, a researcher needs some tools that enable

her/him to discover relationships among datasets dy-

namically. The above considerations motivate our effort

for a new exploratory approach to knowledge produc-

tion carried out in a dynamic context where the discov-

ery activity is conducted. As a test case, we apply our

approach to the archaeological domain.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the

characteristics of the archaeological data space that mainly

influence the proposed exploratory approach are de-

scribed. In addition, the different types of relationships,

both explicit and hidden/implicit, that can exist be-

tween archaeological datasets and that allow the cre-

ation of archaeological data patterns are described. In

Section 3, different modes of exploring the linked ar-

chaeological data space are illustrated. In Section 4,

the characteristics of the inference engines, that is, the

software that discovers relationships between datasets

are described. In Section 5, an example of discovering

an implicit spatial relationship between two archaeo-

logical datasets is described. Finally, in Section 6, some

concluding remarks are given.

2 The Archaeological Data Space

The Archaeological Data Space (ADS for short) in-

cludes the resources that have been collected by archae-

ologists during their research activities, whether on the

field (e.g., excavations), in the laboratory (e.g., instru-

mental analyses), in meetings with other scholars (sci-

entific reports, conference proceedings) or alone (master

or PhD theses, scientific papers). From a technological

point of view, such resources include therefore digital

objects of various kinds, ranging from data to images,

videos and texts. Furthermore, a resource may also be a

collection including several instances of the kinds men-

tioned above. In fact, an ADS is a very heterogeneous

space also from a granularity point of view: it may in-

clude data from very short and localized events, such

as the sampling of a certain phenomenon or object, to

much wider events such as the excavation of a site.

In the rest of this Section, we will describe the fea-

tures of the archaeological data space, focusing first on

datasets and then on collections, and using the general

term of ”Data Resource” (DR) to refer to an element

in this space, whether an individual dataset or a collec-

tion.

2.1 Archaeological Data Resources

The archaeological DRs are organized and managed in

various ways: some are traditional (relational) database

management systems [10], others are geographic infor-

mation systems [11], repositories, Linked Data datasets,

and so on. The main subjects are the excavated units

and the artefacts found there. Artefacts discovered in

an excavated unit are mainly described in terms of their

features (for example, ceramic type, dimension of arte-

facts, provenance, appearance, stratigraphic position,

etc.). Also, the details of the data collection are de-

scribed. Further, of paramount importance, it is the

description of how artefacts are related to each other

as well as in relation to artefacts found in other exca-

vation units. In summary, the following types of DRs

populate the archaeological data space:

– DRs that describe excavated units;

– DRs that describe fieldwork (fieldwork archives);

– DRs that describe artefacts discovered during an

excavation activity and collection details;

– DRs that describe burials discovered during an ex-

cavation activity;

– scientific DRs that report the results of an in-depth

analysis of the discovered archaeological material

conducted by archaeologists;

– DRs that describe archaeological museum holdings.

Such a classification schema is supported by the on-

tology defined by the ARIADNE archaeological com-

munity [1] for its e-infrastructure5. Archaeological DRs

are endowed with metadata. A dictionary/ontology doc-

uments the meaning of the variables that are included

in the metadata scheme. A widely accepted ontology is

CMRarchaeo6 that enables the encoding of metadata

about the archaeological excavation process. The goal

is to provide means to document the excavation activ-

ity.

2.2 Archaeological Collections

Archaeological collections are groupings of archaeolog-

ical resources related to some archaeological activity

(such as excavations) or to some research activity in

the context of which the members of the collection have

been created [12]. These collections often include tex-

tual documents or images providing visual descriptions

of excavated units, artefacts discovered, and other find-

ings. In addition, a considerable number of published

papers and reports is available that contain the results

of an analysis activity of the found artefacts.

5 http://legacy.ariadne-infrastructure.eu/
6 http://www.cidoc-crm.org/crmarchaeo/home-3

http://legacy.ariadne-infrastructure.eu/
 http://www.cidoc-crm.org/crmarchaeo/home-3
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The ARIADNE project, during its first phase of ac-

tivity, has aggregated descriptions of over 1,5 million

datasets, over 50 thousand textual documents, and over

40 thousand collections. This number is going to be in-

creased by the just started follow-up project.

2.3 DR Identity

Each DR has distinguished characteristics that con-

tribute in defining its identity. By DR identity it is

intended a number of characteristics that make a DR

definable and recognizable allowing, thus, to distinguish

it from other DRs but also to establish relationships be-

tween different DRs. Identity must be an intrinsic char-

acteristic of the DR [13]. Several characteristics concur

to establish the identity of a DR; for the purpose of

identifying relationships between DRs, we consider the

following four characteristics of DRs:

Class. The archaeological community has identified

five DR classes:

1. DRs that describe excavated units;

2. DRs that described artefacts discovered during an

excavation activity;

3. DRs that describe burials discovered during an ex-

cavation activity;

4. DRs that report the results of an in-depth analysis

of the discovered archaeological material conducted

by archaeologists;

5. DRs that describe archaeological museum holdings.

In essence, a DR class indicates that the data con-

tained in a DR concerns the same subject or has a

common theme, that is, there is a semantic related-

ness between them.

Spatiality. The spatiality of a DR has two aspects:

topological spatiality and geometrical spatiality. The

topological spatiality indicates the present location of

the DR on the earth surface. The geometric spatial-

ity describes the geometry of the objects (for example,

artefacts) described in a DR like their shape, extent,

etc. The topological spatiality of a DR should be asso-

ciated with its geometric spatiality. In order to describe

the topological spatiality of a DR the ISO/TC211 stan-

dard can be used. It deals with the modelling of geo-

graphical information. In particular, the ISO Standard

19107 provides concepts for describing the spatial char-

acteristics of geographical information. The geometri-

cal spatiality, instead, can be described by a domain-

specific ontology.

Temporality. A DR provides knowledge about some

phenomenon or set of phenomena, that has occurred

sometime in the past. The period of time during which

the phenomenon of the DR has occurred is generally

termed the temporal coverage of the DR. The temporal

coverage of a DR is an interval of time, which may be of

varying width, depending on the involved phenomenon.

It occupies a position in a temporal reference system A

problem, typical in archaeology, is the fact that, often,

a temporal coverage denoted with the same name, for

instance, ”Bronze Age”, in different geographical re-

gions may refer to different periods in absolute terms.

This problem is typically addressed by creating com-

mon reference resources that map such names to an

absolute time scale. One of these resources is the pe-

rio.do gazetteer7. We can therefore assume, as already

said, that the temporal coverage of an archaeological

DR is available as a period on an absolute scale. How-

ever, it should be noted that the temporal coverage of a

DR is often vague and, therefore, a fuzzy approach for

representing time has been suggested. Worthwhile to

mention is the proposal of defining several time cate-

gories concerning archaeological temporality. Six-time

categories have been proposed, i.e., excavation time,

database time, stratigraphic time, site phase time, and

absolute time. These categories can be profitably used

in order to establish temporal relationships between

DRs. In conclusion, the identity of an archaeological

DR is defined by its class, its spatiality both topologi-

cal and geometrical and its temporality.

Metadata Schemes for Archaeological DRs. A meta-

data scheme ”is a logical plan showing the relationships

between metadata elements, normally through estab-

lishing rules for the use and management of metadata

specifically as regards the semantics, the syntax and

the optionality of values” (ISO 23081). The metadata

scheme of a DR must, formally, define those elements

that concur to establish the DR identity [14]. For each

DR class, the metadata scheme will contain elements

that characterize this particular DR class, for example,

spatiality, temporality, et al. Having classified DRs into

five classes implies that, also, the associated metadata

will have different features related to each class [15].

2.4 Relationships between Archaeological Data

Resources

Several relationships between DRs exist in the archae-

ological data space; for example, relationships between

excavation units, between artefacts, between artefacts

and their surroundings, between artefacts/excavated units

and documents, both textual and visual, that describe

7 https://perio.do/en/
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Fig. 1 A graphical representation of Allen’s temporal rela-
tions

them. For our study, we have identified the following rel-

evant relationships: temporal relationships, spatial re-

lationships, spatio-temporal relationships, semantic re-

lationships and anachronistic relationships.

Temporal relationships

Two DRs are temporally related based on an ordering

relation between their respective coverage. A useful set

of temporal relations between time intervals is given
by Allen’s relations. These relations form a jointly ex-

haustive set of pairwise disjoint relations covering all

possible ways in which two-time intervals can relate.

An illustration is provided in Figure 1.

The thirteen basic relationships given in the above

Figure can also be combined in disjunctions that cap-

ture intuitive temporal notions. For instance, the cov-

erage of a DR includes that of another DR if the time

period of the former DR equals, or is included in, or

starts or finishes the temporal period of the latter. Us-

ing these notions it is possible to link the DRs in a

data-space based on their temporal relationships and

exploit those links for addressing research questions, as

it will be argued below.

Spatial relationships

A spatial relationship between two DRs is the relation-

ship between the topological spatiality of the two DRs.

It indicates a topological relation, for example, a dis-

tance relation/ a directional relation/etc. among them.

In essence, a topological relationship describes a rela-

tionship between DRs in space.

Spatio-temporal relationships

A spatio-temporal relationship is a relationship between

the topological spatiality of a DR and its temporal cov-

erage. These relationships are of paramount importance

as they can be used for gaining new insights about ar-

chaeological DRs of interest. They allow, also, the out-

line of what information was available at a fixed time

in history [16,17].

Semantic relationships

A semantic relationship between two DRs is the as-

sociation that exists between the meanings of variables

contained in the metadata schema associated with these

DRs. Several semantic relationships have been identi-

fied [18]; of particular importance for the archaeological

field is the Inclusion relationship, which describes sit-

uations where one entity comprises or contains other

entities. Three different types of inclusion have been

identified: class, meronymic, and spatial.

1. Class inclusion: is the standard subtype/supertype

relationship often expressed as is-a , (A is-a B, where

A is referred as the specific entity type of B). Other

examples include relationships of classification, gen-

eralization, and specialization.

2. Meronymic inclusion is the relationship between some-

thing and its parts. Examples include the relation-

ships: component-object, member-collection, phase-

activity, and place-area.

3. Spatial inclusion is the relationship between an ob-

ject and another object that surrounds it without

being part of the surrounding object.

Therefore, a relationship between the geometrical spa-

tiality of two DRs can be characterized as a kind of

semantic relationship, for example, spatial inclusion.

Anachronistic relationships

An anachronistic relationship is a special type of tem-

poral relationship. It is the relationship between a DR

that exists and another DR that does not exist any-

more. The anachronistic relationships are of paramount

importance in the archaeological domain.

The automatic identification of temporal/spatial/semantic

relationships between archaeological DRs is of paramount

importance for the successful implementation of an ex-

ploratory approach to knowledge production. There-

fore, the exploratory approach to knowledge production

will be successful if inference engines will be developed

that efficiently and effectively discover relationships be-

tween DRs distributed worldwide. Obviously, different
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types of logic, depending on the type of the sought re-

lationship, should be employed for implementing such

engines: deductive, inductive, modal, causal, temporal,

topological, etc. We envision, in the near term, the cre-

ation of libraries/catalogues of specialized inference en-

gines for the archaeological domain. Such catalogues

will enable the creation of specialized data patterns.

Finally, we distinguish the relationships between DRs

in two categories: explicit and implicit.

Explicit relationship

An explicit relationship between two DRs exists when

it is represented by common variables in their respec-

tive metadata schemes. For example, in a relational

database, an explicit relationship between two relations/

tables exists when one table has a foreign key that ref-

erences the primary key of the other table. Explicit re-

lationships are intentionally created by the designers of

the database schemes. Explicit relationships are discov-

ered by a query processor; for example, in a relational

database a query processor, based on the relational cal-

culus, can identify explicit relationships between rela-

tions/tables.

Implicit relationships

An implicit relationship between two DRs exists when

there are no common variables in their respective meta-

data schemes, but there exists a relationship (for ex-

ample semantic, temporal, spatial) between variables

of the corresponding metadata schemes. In essence, an

implicit relationship is a hidden relationship that can

be revealed to a researcher by an inference engine. The

inference engine is based on a logic that depends on the

type of sought relationship. Once revealed, a relation-

ship can become explicit by connecting the two DRs

involved in this relationship by a linking mechanism.

Discovering implicit relationships and making them

explicit by a linking mechanism enables the creation

of an interconnected archaeological data space. More

implicit relationships are revealed and made explicit

more tightly interconnected will result the archaeolog-

ical data space. An interconnected archaeological data

space enables the creation of data patterns. By a data

pattern, we intend a directed graph whose nodes are

DRs and whose arcs represent relationships between

DRs. A data pattern may be cyclic or acyclic, depend-

ing on the relationships represented by the arcs. These

data patterns contain implicit and often previously un-

known information, i.e., knowledge. In essence, they

constitute knowledge patterns [19]. A researcher, by fol-

lowing these patterns, can gain new insights. It could be

possible to create data patterns that are characterized

by the type of relationship represented by the links be-

tween the DRs involved in the patterns. Data patterns

are implemented by a citation mechanism. This means

DRs should be endowed with an identifier assigned by

an archaeological authority or with an IRI.

3 Exploring the Archaeological Data Space

Seeking data in the archaeological data space can be

carried out in two modes: navigational querying or nav-

igational browsing [20].

– In the navigational querying mode, data seeking oc-

curs in an intentional way, that is, the user has a

specific target in mind that is described via a lin-

guistic expression, known as query; the query is sub-

mitted to the system that manages a DR of the

data space; by processing the query, the system pro-

duces a subset of the queried DR containing all and

only the data/documents of the DR that satisfy the

given description. Successively, the user can refine

her/his query, based on the information contained

in the subset so far obtained. This refined query can

be issued against the same DR or any other DR of

the data space obtaining, thus, another subset that

is more closed to her/his information needs. This

mechanism can be iterated until the user succeeds

to obtain the exact information she/he is looking

for.

– In the navigational browsing mode, the user does

not have a definite target in mind, and the data

seeking occurs in an extensional way. The user nav-

igates in a data space where the hidden relationships

are made explicit by linking the DRs involved in

a relationship. The user follows different data pat-

terns within such a linked data space, in the hope

that she/he might find an interesting DR.

In essence, the distinction between these two modes

of data seeking is determined by the cognitive state of

the user. The navigational querying mode is appropri-

ate when the user knows exactly what data is look-

ing for and where to search for the desired data. The

navigational browsing mode is appropriate for an ex-

ploratory approach to knowledge creation as such ap-

proach facilitates an investigation activity to be started

without a strong preconception.

Data Publication

Instrumental in the implementation of an exploratory

approach to knowledge creation is data publication. By

Data Publication, we mean a process that allows re-

searchers to discover, understand, and make assertions

about the trustworthiness and fitness for purpose of the
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DRs in a data space. The ultimate aim of Data Publica-

tion is to make scientific data available for reuse both

within the original disciplines and the wider commu-

nity. Among the main functions that the data publica-

tion process performs, we distinguish the following two

that are of paramount importance for the creation of

data patterns: data registration and data semantic en-

hancement. The purpose of registration is to make a DR

citable as a unique piece of work, while the purpose of

semantic enrichment is to make it understandable. Once

accepted for deposit, a DR should be assigned a ”Digi-

tal Object Identifier” (DOI) for registration. A DOI [21]

is a unique name (not a location) within the archaeo-

logical data space and provides a system for persistent

and actionable identification of data. In addition, the

DR should be assigned appropriate metadata. Instru-

mental in the publication of DRs is the development of

domain-specific catalogs/registries where these DRs are

published. In the context of the ARIADNE project, a

catalog, AO-Cat, is under development. In this catalog,

all the archaeological resources, events, as well as con-

cepts will be described at a conceptual level support-

ing, thus, discovery and research activities. In addition,

an authority in the archaeology domain will assign the

DOIs to the DRs created by the archaeologists.

4 Inference Engines

As already said, the automatic discovery of relation-

ships between archaeological DRs is of paramount im-

portance for the successful implementation of an ex-

ploratory approach to knowledge production. There-

fore, the development of software able to infer rela-

tionships between variables contained in the metadata

schemes of different DRs in order to establish inter-

connections between DRs must be hastened. An infer-

ence engine should calculate a measure of dependence

between variables, contained in metadata schemes, in

pairs of DRs. Most of the data relationships can be

modeled as functions, but not all are well modeled by a

function. The modeling of data relationships is a domain-

specific task and it must be supported by domain-specific

vocabularies. We envision the development, in the near

future, of inference engines specific for each type of rela-

tionship. This kind of software will enable the creation

of “specialized” data patterns. Inference engines must

be adequately described in order to enable potential

users to find them. The inference engines should be de-

scribed at three distinct levels [22]: the computational,

the algorithmic and the implementation level. At the

computational level, the logic of the abstract computa-

tional model is described. In essence, at this level, the

goal of the computation is described as the identifica-

tion of a certain type of relationship between variables

contained in the schemata of two DRs. As said in Sec-

tion 2, several types of relationships can exist between

these variables. The computational model, in essence,

implements an appropriate logic that must guide the

discovery of a particular type of relationship sought by

a user. Examples of logics, that can be adopted, include

conventional, modal, causal, temporal, topological etc.

At the algorithmic level, the input and output values

to the inference engine are described. The input values

are the values of two variables, contained in schemes

of two DRs, that the engine has to infer whether ex-

ist a relationship among them. The output values are

the existence or not of a certain relationship between

the input variables. At the implementation level, the

inference engine is a software with a discoverable and

invocable interface. All these three levels of descrip-

tion are included in the metadata of the engine. As for

the DRs, also the inference engines must be published

in order to make them discoverable. This means that

an archaeology-specific catalogue has to be developed.

This catalogue should include, at least, for each engine:

– a description that is contained in the metadata;

– an identifier IEI (InferenceEngineIdentifier);

– the type of the inference engine;

– how to request the inference engine;

– how the inference engine delivery is fulfilled.

A graphical representation of the entire proposed

workflow that implements an exploratory approach to

archaeological knowledge is reported in Figure 2.

4.1 An example of discovering an existing implicit

data relationship between two data archives

Let’s consider two archaeological archives containing in-

formation about coins [23,24]. The Cambridge Fitzwilliam

Museum archive (FWM)8 that contains information about

metals and coins discovered during excavations or com-

ing from various acquisitions or donations for a total of

1670 numismatic records. The metadata schema of this

archive includes the following attributes (variables):

– coin maker,

– production location,

– mint,

– coin type,

– category,

– coin name,

– inscription,

8 https://www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/about-us/

collections/coins-and-medals

https://www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/about-us/collections/coins-and-medals
https://www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/about-us/collections/coins-and-medals
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Fig. 2 A graphical representation of the proposed workflow that implements an exploratory approach to archaeological
knowledge

– dimensions,

– production technique, and

– references to images.

A dataset of 630 records coming from the Soprint-

endenza Archaeologica di Roma (SAR) containing in-

formation about the physical features of the coins. The

metadata schema of this archive includes the following

attributes (variables):

– physical features of the coins;

– the region in which a specific coin was minted;

– chronology information (the age/century/period dur-

ing which coin minting took place) ;

– obverse/reverse inscriptions of iconography;

– current location of the specific exemplar.

Between two variables of the metadata schemata of

the above two archives, i.e., production location (FWM)

and region (SAR) there exists a spatial inclusion rela-

tionship, that is the relationship between two objects

such that one of the two surrounds the other without

being part of it.

Let’s suppose that the above two archives are imple-

mented as two relational tables and a researcher wants

to issue the following query against these two tables:

”Find the physical feature of the coin whose name

is X”

A query processor based on the relational calculus

is not able to answer this query although the sought

information can be derived by appropriately combining

the information in the two tables with the addition of

an inference step. However, a query processor based on

an appropriate spatial logic and supported by a geo-

graphic ontology should be able to answer correctly the

query. The steps of the query execution, that this query

processor has to undertake, are the following (Figure 3):

1. The query processor takes the name of the coin (X)

as the input.

2. The query processor extracts the name of the lo-

cation where the coin was produced (Y) from the

FWM archive.

3. From the ontology, it infers that the location (Y) is

part of the region (Z). This is the inference step.

4. From the SAR archive, it extracts the physical fea-

tures (W) of the coins minted in region Z.

5. Finally, the query processor infers that the physical

features of coin X are W as the production location

Y of coin X belongs to the region Z.

In essence, a so enriched query processor is able to dis-

cover an implicit data relationship and answer a query

that depends on this relationship.
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Fig. 3 The steps of the query execution that the query processor undertakes

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have outlined a new approach to ar-

chaeological knowledge creation. The current scientific

archaeological context is characterized by intensive dig-

itization of the research outcomes. Several relationships

can exist among these outcomes. Some of them are ex-

plicit, whereas others are implicit or hidden. By materi-

alizing these implicit or hidden relationships through a

linking mechanism, several patterns can be established.

These knowledge patterns may lead to the discovery of

information that was previously unknown. A new ap-

proach to knowledge production can emerge by follow-

ing these patterns. In the paper, we have reported our

effort to depict this new approach using Linked Data

and Semantic Web technologies (RDF, OWL). Instru-

mental in the implementation of this approach is the

ability of the researchers to create data patterns in

the archaeological data space in a dynamic way by ex-

ploiting existing both explicit and implicit relationships

among the data resources. Realizing this approach im-

plies the implementation of an infrastructure and the

development of appropriate tools able to support the

researchers in this activity. The infrastructure should

provide: (i) linking services to allow the dynamic cre-

ation of linked data patterns; (ii) intermediary services

in order to make the holdings of the archaeological

data resources discoverable, accessible, understandable

and reusable; and (iii) navigational services to allow

researchers to navigate the linked data patterns. Con-

cerning the tools for the automatic discovery of data

relationships, we emphasize the urgent need for the de-

velopment of specialized inference engines. We envision

that in the near future these pre-conditions will be fully

implemented thus enabling an exploratory approach to

knowledge creation.
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